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Abstract

We introduce a flexible scoring model that can be used
by Property and Casualty insurers that have access to a
risk-sharing pool to better select the insureds to transfer to
the pool. The model discriminates between insureds whose
transfer is likely to be profitable under the pool regulations
against those paying a fair premium. This model makes use
of feature selection methods to automatically discover the
most relevant model inputs, yet is robust to overfitting due
to the use of a rank averaging technique. By analogy to the
knapsack problem, we show what should be the most suit-
able sorting criterion depending on the pool regulations.
We illustrate the performance of the approach by testing
against the historical data of a mid-sized Canadian insurer.

1. Introduction

Most automobile insurers use underwriting criteria to de-
cide who can obtain coverage with their company. For peo-
ple with the poorest driving records, simply finding an in-
surer that will accept to offer a quote can be very hard. Since
automobile insurance is mandatory in many jurisdictions,
some legislators have devised facilities or pools which act as
insurers (or reinsurers) for these poor risks. Losses incurred
by the pools are then shared among insurers that operate in
the jurisdiction.

Rules vary widely from one pool to another. For some,
insurers are allowed to simply choose, within their book of
business, a certain portion of their risks and cede these risks

to the pool. From a data-mining perspective, this possibility
of choice that is sometimes granted is paramount as this cre-
ates the need, sometimes overlooked by the insurers them-
selves, to maximize the profitability of the transactions with
the pool, given the rules set forth by the legislator.

In this application paper, we consider the pools of the
two largest Canadian provinces, Québec and Ontario, with
volumes of 2.8 and 9.6 billion Canadian dollars1, respec-
tively. We first describe the characteristics of Québec’s
pool, then consider those that prevail in Ontario and show
that they lead to a different ranking criterion of the policies
to be ceded.

Québec’s automobile insurers are allowed to cede up to
10% of the volume of their book of business. Each insurer
chooses the risks to cede to the pool. For those risks, the
pool reimburses all claims. In return, the insurer must pay
75% of the premiums that were charged to the ceded risks.
The remaining 25% are kept by the insurer to cover for ad-
ministrative expenses and commissions related to the pol-
icy. Thus, insureds for which the mathematical expectation
of the total claims is above 75% of the premium charged
should be ceded by the insurer since we expect that claims
will exceed what the pool charges to cover them.

An important figure that is often used to evaluate the
profitability of an insurer’s operations is the loss ratio, de-
fined as the ratio of claims to written premiums (during a
given period). This ratio is available from insurers’ financial
statements. If an insurer has a high loss ratio, then other ex-
penses must remain low for the insurer to remain profitable.
Conversely, insurer often measure the permissible loss ra-

12006 direct written premiums. Source: Canadian Insurance, 2007 An-
nual Statistical Issue. As of July 2, 2008, C$1 = e 0.6213.



tio, i.e. the maximum loss ratio that, given fixed values for
other expenses, would lead to a zero profit. The loss ratio
is directly tied to the pool optimization problem described
above: in the context of the Québec pool for instance, risks
should be ceded if their expected loss ratio is above 75%.
Thus, looking at a series of insurers financial results, one
can readily see whether identifying risks to cede to the pool
should be an easy task or not: insurers with global loss ra-
tios close to or above 75% very likely have numerous risks
that can be pinpointed, using state-of-art data-mining tech-
niques, as having expected loss ratios above the 75% target.
The goal of this paper is to introduce an effective scoring
model to perform such a task.

The use of data mining techniques, including scoring
models, for insurance risk estimation has been explored in
the past, particularly in the areas of pure premium estima-
tion (ratemaking) [6], fraud detection [2, 17] and underwrit-
ing [1]. However, specific applications to risk-sharing pool
optimization has not, to the best of our knowledge, been
previously investigated.

Insurance databases typically include a large number
of variables, with important redundancies between them.
Many of these variables were included for purposes other
than ratemaking and are irrelevant from the risk-assessment
perspective that is of interest here. For this reason, an initial
feature selection stage is warranted in order to retain those
features most likely to provide improvements in predictive
accuracy. Limiting the number of features helps alleviate
the curse of dimensionality and improve generalization and
may also provide a better understanding of the underlying
data-generating process.

Many feature selection algorithms have been proposed
in order to build linear and/or nonlinear models. Accord-
ing to the taxonomy set forth by Guyon and Elisseeff [10],
these fall in one of three categories: wrappers, embedded
methods or filters. Wrappers [13] compare different sets of
features on the basis of their predictive performance. One
needs to specify how the space of all possible feature sub-
sets should be searched. Greedy search strategies are often
used and can be of two types: according to forward selec-
tion strategies, features are progressively selected and added
to an initial empty set. Pursuit-type algorithms [3, 8, 14, 18]
and the more recent LARS [7] algorithm fall in this cat-
egory. Backward elimination strategies proceed the other
way around: from an initial set of features including all vari-
ables, the least promising are progressively removed.

Embedded methods can either estimate or directly eval-
uate changes in the objective function in order to select
features. Such methods include regularization or shrink-
age approaches for which the objective function includes
a goodness-of-fit term to be maximized as well as a regu-
larization term that penalizes complexity and is to be min-
imized. The regularization term is often expressed as the

Lp-norm (usually, p ∈ {0, 1, 2}) of the model parameters.
The Lasso [16] is a popular algorithm that falls in that cat-
egory. Finally, filters correspond to a feature selection pre-
processing that is conducted independently of the learning
machine to be used.

Our approach falls within the category of wrappers with
greedy forward selection search. A notable aspect of the ap-
proach is the fact that the dictionary of candidate variables
is dynamically increased, as features are selected. Here, we
consider linear models but the feature selection algorithm
can equally be applied to nonlinear models. Another in-
novation, from a practical viewpoint, is the use of the loss
ratio, rather than the claims level, as the target.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we detail
the scoring model used, the feature selection methodology
and the scoring criteria that are applicable depending on the
pool regulations. In section 3 we explain the performance
evaluation methodology, and give experimental results in
section 4. Finally section 5 concludes.

2. Models

The basic scoring model consists of a linear combination
of automatically-discovered features to predict the loss ratio
of each insured given its profile. Given the profile of an
insured known at the start of a policy, x = (x1, . . . , xK)T ,
consisting of K raw variables, we model the loss ratio for
the duration of the policy as

LR(x;β) =
N∑

i=1

βiφi(x) + ε, (1)

where β is a vector of model parameters, φi(·) are features
extracted from the raw input profile, and ε is a noise term.

Given a fixed set of features, the training criterion tries
to fit the empirical weighted loss ratio of each policy in the
training set, where the weight is given by the duration of
the policy. Let xj be the insured profile of training pol-
icy j, as observed when the policy is written (i.e. when a
ratemaking or pool transfer decision can be made from the
insurer standpoint), dj be the duration the policy j (frac-
tion of year), pj the premium amount and cj the observed
claim amount. Thus, for profile xj , the observed loss ra-
tio is cj/pj and this value is used as the target, within the
context of supervised learning. The model parameters are
obtained by the standard ridge estimator [12], which mini-
mizes a regularised squared error,

β̂ = arg min
β

{∑
j dj(LR(xj ;β)− cj

pj
)2∑

j dj
+ λ

∑
i

β2
i

}
,

(2)
where the hyperparameter λ can be determined empirically.



2.1. Stepwise Feature Selection for Scoring Model

The features φi(·) are selected using a well-known step-
wise forward selection procedure, from a dictionary of pos-
sible transformations depending on the variable type.

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm in pseudocode. It starts
with an initial set of features, Ψ, described below. Those
features are candidates that can be retained in the final
model, which has selected features Φ. The maximum num-
ber of features, N , is fixed a priori.2 The algorithm iter-
ates greedily to find, at each round, the best new feature to
add to the selected set, in the sense of most reducing the
mean-squared error on the training data, keeping fixed the
features selected in previous iterations. After a feature φbest
has been found at a given iteration, it is removed from the
set of candidates, and interaction (product) terms between
it and previously-selected features are added to the set of
candidates.3 To constrain model capacity, only interaction
terms up to a maximum order M are allowed.4

For automobile insurance modeling, standard raw vari-
ables include the driver’s age, sex, vehicle type and color,
driving experience, accident history and geographical loca-
tion. The initial set of features consists of an encoding of
individual raw variables, determined by the variable type.
In other words, each element of Ψ is a function of a sin-
gle raw variable only; the stepwise algorithm synthesizes
higher-order features as low-order ones are selected.

The encoding performed by the initial features depends
on the variable type, as follows:

• Continuous variables (e.g. age) are standardized to
have zero-mean and unit-standard deviation,

φk(x) =
xk − µ̂k

σ̂k
,

where µ̂k and σ̂k are the mean and standard deviation
of raw variable k estimated on the training data.

• Discrete unordered variables (e.g. vehicle color) are
encoded as one-hot (dummy variables), with one less
variable than the number of levels. Suppose that vari-
able k has ` levels, denoted 1, 2, . . . , ` for simplicity;
we introduce `− 1 features defined as

φk,m(x) = I[xk = m], m = 1, . . . , `− 1,

where I[·] is the indicator function.

2In our experiments below, we used N = 25.
3The notation φ1 × φ2 denotes a feature consisting of the product be-

tween features φ1 and φ2.
4We restricted interactions up to M = 2, for otherwise computational

complexity quickly explodes and severe overfitting problems are likely to
be encountered.

Algorithm 1. Stepwise feature selection with
automatic higher-order feature synthesis

def StepwiseSelection(model-train, data):
Φ←− ∅
Ψ←− {φk} # initial set of features

while |Φ| < N and |Ψ| > 0:
best ←−∞
φbest ←− None

# Find the best feature among remaining ones
for φ in Ψ:

Φ̂←− Φ ∪ φ

train-error ←− model-train(data, Φ̂)
if train-error < best :

best ←− train-error
φbest ←− φ

# Add best feature to working set. Add candidate
# interactions with previous features to dictionary
Φ←− Φ ∪ φbest
Ψ←− Ψ− φbest
for φ in Φ:

φ̂ = φ× φbest

if order(φ̂) ≤M :
Ψ←− Ψ ∪ φ̂

return Φ

• Discrete ordered variables (e.g. number of accidents)
are encoded in “thermometer form”. Suppose that vari-
able k has ` ordered levels, denoted 1, 2, . . . , `. We
introduce `− 1 features defined as

φk,m(x) = I[xk ≥ m], m = 2, . . . , `.

For discrete variables, each level in the one-hot or ther-
mometer encoding is considered independent and sepa-
rately added to the initial feature set Ψ.

It should be emphasized that although the current scor-
ing model is linear, non-linear extensions (e.g. feed-forward
neural networks) are easy to accommodate in the frame-
work introduced above. An interesting middle ground is
to include in the set Ψ features that are formed by the ker-
nel evaluation between two raw variables, similarly to the
Kernel Matching Pursuit algorithm [18].



2.2. Sorting criteria

Assuming that, according to our models, more than the
allowed 10% of the volume of business should be ceded,
then we must rank and sort the policies in order to choose
which will actually be ceded. How this should be done
bears close ties with the well-known knapsack problem of
combinatorial optimization, e.g. [4]. The knapsack problem
considers the situation where a certain number of essentials,
up to a maximum weight, are to be put in a bag and taken on
a trip. There are different versions of the problem, leading
to a different algorithmic solutions. Since each automobile
insurance policy is either ceded in full or not at all, this cor-
responds to the 0–1 version which would require us to use
a dynamic programming approach. But, since each individ-
ual policy is very small compared to the volume of business
of an insurer, we revert to the fractional knapsack version
allowing us to use a greedy algorithm according to which
policies are ceded from the first in rank until we reach 10%
of the insurer’s volume. As an approximation, the last ceded
policy can be assumed to only be partially ceded so that pre-
cisely 10% of the insurer’s total volume ends up in the pool.
This situation corresponds to the regulations of the Québec
pool, which puts a constraint on the total premium volume
that can be ceded.

According to the greedy solution to the fractional knap-
sack problem, essentials are sorted in decreasing order of
their value-to-weight ratio so that the total value, for a given
maximum weight, is maximized. In our case, the value
is the profit associated to ceding a policy and that corre-
sponds to the expected claims level less 75% of the pre-
mium charged. The weight associated to each policy is the
proportion of the entire book volume it represents, i.e. its
premium divided by total volume. Thus, we obtain

value
weight

=
expected claims level− 75% premium

premium / book volume
= book volume(expected loss ratio− 75%).

Removing constants shared by all policies and do not af-
fect ranking, we conclude that policies should be sorted in
decreasing order of their expected loss ratio.

Let us now consider the case of the Ontario pool where
the limit is set to 5% of the number of policies insured. For
this reason, all policies can be considered as having equal
weight. Here again, each policy’s value is its expected ces-
sion profit, obtained through a slightly different formula.
The end result is that in order to maximize total profit, poli-
cies must be sorted in decreasing order of their expected
cession profit.

Timesteps where out-of-sample
test results are available

Test (0) Test (1) Test (2) Test (3)

Test (0)

Test (1)

Test (2)

Test (3)

Available Data
t=0 t=T

Train (1)

Train (2)

Train (3)

Train (0)

Figure 1. Illustration of the sequential vali-
dation procedure, where training and testing
stages are interleaved through time.

3. Experimental Procedure

Insurance data is affected by a certain level of nonsta-
tionarities: the average premium level tends to vary across
time according to market conditions. To better evaluate
model performance in this context, we relied on the tech-
nique of sequential validation [9], which is an empirical
testing procedure that aims to emulate the behavior of a ra-
tional decision maker updating a model as well as possible
across time.

Sequential validation (also known as a rolling window
or simulated out-of-sample testing) is inspired by the well-
known technique of cross-validation [15, 11], and is appro-
priate when the elements of a dataset cannot be permuted
freely, such as is the case for sequential learning tasks. One
can intuitively understand the procedure from the illustra-
tion in figure 3. One trains an initial model from a starting
subset Train(0) of the data,5 which is tested out-of-sample
on a data subset Test(0) immediately following the end of
the training set. This test set is then added to the training
set for the next iteration, a new model is trained and tested
on a subsequent test set, and so forth. As the figure shows,
at the end of the procedure, one obtains out-of-sample test
results for a large fraction of the original data set, all the
while always testing with a model trained on “relatively re-
cent data”.

The raw variables include all standard ratemaking vari-
ables typically used for automobile insurance, including
driving experience, sex of driver, vehicle type and color,
accident history, and so forth. We performed sequential
validation by using the most recent twelve months of pol-
icy data to use as the training set, testing on the following
month, and rolling forward by one month (i.e. adding the
test month to the new training set, and deleting the oldest

5“Starting” is meant in the temporal sense.



one). In our dataset, a total of 117 raw variables were usable
as inputs; after encoding of discrete variables (as outlined in
section 2.1), 1726 variables were included in the initial set
(Ψ in algorithm 1) for stepwise variable selection.

3.1. Controlling Overfitting

Given such a large set of variables and the repeated se-
lection that occurs within the sequential validation proce-
dure, caution is advisable lest overfitting proves seriously
detrimental.6 To this end, we do not perform a complete se-
lection of features at each training iteration, but emphasize
features that have worked well in the past. As before, let
N be the total number of features that should be kept in the
final model. We proceed as follows:

• The first three years of data are used as a warmup
phase. Sequential validation is performed as usual,
but the test performance results are discarded. In this
phase, a total of 25 models are trained, and the iden-
tity and rank (from 0 to N − 1) of selected features,
for each of the 25 models, are recorded. The set of N
features arising out of warmup stage w is denoted by
Φw.

• Next comes the validation phase, where model per-
formance is evaluated as in figure 3. Consider step s
of sequential validation. We decompose this phase into
three steps:

i. (Feature generation for current stage). We apply
algorithm 1 to find the top N features given the
training set Train(s). Denote by Φs the set of
features selected at this step.

ii. (Rank averaging). We compute the average rank
of all features that have been generated in both
the warmup phase and all previous validation
phases. More specifically, for all features φ, we
compute

Rnkφ =
1

W + s

( W∑
w=1

Rnkφ(Φw) +
s∑

s′=1

Rnkφ(Φs′)
)
,

where Rnkφ(X) denotes the rank of feature φ in
set X (which can range from 0 to |X| − 1), or
|X| if φ is not part of X . In words, this step
considers all features that have been generated
so far, and establishes a “quality measure” based
on the average rank that each feature gets across
all prior and current training sets.

6A delicate balance must be struck between the size of the sliding
training set used in sequential validation, and the level of nonstationari-
ties encountered in the data—a manifestation of the classical bias-variance
dilemma.

iii. (Final selection). We form the subset of N fea-
tures having the highest average rank, and apply
again algorithm 1 to that subset only to select N
features,7 without allowing the creation of new
higher-order features within the algorithm. This
final set of features is used for sequential valida-
tion stage s.

The purpose of this procedure is to ensure a certain stability
within selected features as we proceed with the sequential
validation. We consistently observed that simply applying
plain feature selection from anew at each sequential vali-
dation stage s produces quite unstable features that likely
overfit the current training set.

4. Results

Our data was provided by a mid-sized Canadian automo-
bile insurer and ranges from October 1999 until May 2008.
The total data consists of nearly one million policy records
and associated claim data. The out-of-sample results pre-
sented here were obtained on the last 34 distinct test months,
and follow the experimental procedure set forth in section 3;
for reference, over these 34 months, the total claims filed
were C$88M, the total premium volume was C$147M, for
an overall loss ratio of nearly 60%.

Table 1 shows the extracted features having the highest
average rank across the complete validation period, where
a total of N = 25 features were retained in the selection
procedure. In addition to standard ratemaking variables
commonly found in automobile risk estimation (such as age
of driver, driving experience, accident and claim history),
some interesting higher-order features emerge as signifi-
cant, such as the squared annual distance driven with the ve-
hicle, or an interaction between the driver’s experience and
the premium paid on the policy. It should be emphasised
that these are high-ranking features on average; any spe-
cific iteration within sequential validation will use a slightly
different set of features.

As emphasised in section 2.2, the appropriate sorting cri-
terion (either decreasing order of predicted loss ratio or ex-
pected cession profit) depends on the regulatory context in
which a specific pool operates. For the Québec risk-sharing
pool, which is volume-constrained, the appropriate criterion
is the loss ratio; this is the case that we are considering with
the current data.

To illustrate the practical difference between the two cri-
teria, table 2 shows the out-of-sample model performance
(averaged over all 34 sequential validation test sets) at var-
ious cession percentage, for both sorting criteria. The per-
formance measures are (i) the loss ratio of the ceded in-
sureds, (ii) the total net profit earned by ceding over the test

7In our experiments, N is fixed at 100.



Table 1. Top 18 of the most significant features selected by Algorithm 1 for the dataset under study.
Some internal ratemaking variables are omitted for confidentiality reasons. It is significant to note
that a number of “meaningful” (to actuaries) second-order terms are selected.

Rank Feature Rank Feature
1. Number of years vehicle has been owned 10. Age of vehicle
2. Annual km 11. Whether insured is in a large city
3. Number of years without claims 12. (Number of years driver has a license)

× (Premium paid)
4. Number of years driver has a license 13. Amount of deductible
5. Reason for last policy change 14. Number of years without accidents
6. (Annual km)×(Annual km) 15. Death or mutilation endorsement
7. Age of policy 16. (Death or mutilation endorsement)

× (Death or mutilation endorsement)
8. Number of responsible claims in past ten years 17. Age of main driver
9. (Number of years driver has a license)

× (Annual km to drive to work)
18. Number of years of ownership of vehicle

period, and (iii) the net profit as a proportion of the total
premium volume, expressed in basis points (one hundredth
of one percent). Recall that, under the Québec pool rules,
it is profitable to cede an insured whose loss ratio is greater
than 75%.

At the outset, we note that the proposed scoring model,
under both sorting criteria, is very profitable across a
wide range of cession percentages. The loss ratio of
ceded insureds—a direct measure of model performance—
exceeds both the profitability threshold (75%) and the aver-
age book loss ratio over the period (60%). Moreover, with
a net profit ranging from 18 to 44 basis points over the pe-
riod, the model can prove of significant benefits to enhance
operational profitability.

The table also lists 95% confidence intervals for the loss
ratios, obtained by a bootstrap resampling (with 5000 iter-
ations) of the claim and premium amounts using the per-
centile method [5].

A closer inspection reveals that the loss ratio criterion
strictly dominates the predicted profit on this task, both in
terms of loss ratio of ceded insureds and earned net profit.
The confidence intervals on the loss ratio generally exclude
the 75% threshold for the loss ratio sorting criterion, which
allows rejecting the null hypothesis that the model cannot
cede profitably at the p = 0.05 level. In contrast, the lower
bound of the intervals obtained under the predicted profit
criterion are systematically lower and generally include the
75% point (albeit slightly), another indication of its lower
performance against the alternative sorting criterion.

These results are illustrated in graphical form in fig-
ures 2–4, all of which are expressed as a function of the per-
centage of ceded insureds extending up to 10% (the transfer

limit in the Québec pool), and separately show the perfor-
mance under the two sorting criteria: by loss ratio and pre-
dicted profit.

First, figure 2 plots the average loss ratio over the test pe-
riod of insureds transferred to the pool. Comparing against
loss ratio profitability threshold of 75% (dotted horizontal
line), we see that both models profitably cede, on average,
up to the applicable pool limit. The curve variability at low
cession levels (below one percent) corresponds to a small
number of very large claims in the data, which become pro-
gressively ceded as we go along; it is noteworthy that these
risks are ceded very early on, which is an indication of the
model’s ability to efficiently pick out those risks. How-
ever, the converse also holds in that it must be emphasized
that the considerable variability in this region indicates that
profitability cannot be guaranteed at very low cession lev-
els (e.g. smaller than 0.25%). We also note that the loss
ratio of ceded risks is significantly higher than the average
global book loss ratio, which is around 60% in this period
(solid red horizontal line), further suggestive of the model’s
ability to discriminate likely candidates for pool transfer.

Figure 3 shows the average excess loss ratio, defined as
the ratio of the loss ratio of ceded risks to the global book
loss ratio. This differs from the pure loss ratio (shown in
figure 2) in that the denominator (the global book loss ratio)
is not taken to be a constant across the whole test set, but
is separately computed for each test month in the sequential
validation. Hence, this figure corrects for possible seasonal
effects (e.g. there are more accidents during winter, which
affect all insureds) that would be occluded by a global aver-
age. We note that the average excess loss ratio always lies
above the unity line at all cession levels, which indicates



Table 2. Performance as a function of the percentage of ceded premium volume, for the loss ratio
(left) and the predicted profit (right) sorting criteria. In each case are given the average loss ratio of
the ceded insureds (95% bootstrap confidence intervals on the loss ratio), the net cession profit, and
the proportional profit, which is expressed as a fraction (in basis points) of the total written premium
volume, where 100 basis points = 1%.

Sorted by Loss Ratio Sorted by Predicted Profit

Ceded % Loss Ratio Profit (k$) Prop. Profit Loss Ratio Profit (k$) Prop. Profit

1% 0.937 (0.7263–1.1679) 272.14 18.5 0.930 (0.7167–1.1669) 261.56 17.8

2% 0.923 (0.7770–1.0784) 509.52 34.6 0.914 (0.7754–1.0675) 482.12 32.8

3% 0.883 (0.7649–0.9938) 588.75 40.0 0.857 (0.7492–0.9723) 474.71 32.3

4% 0.859 (0.7725–0.9545) 647.41 44.0 0.827 (0.7370–0.9239) 454.98 30.9

5% 0.838 (0.7615–0.9160) 649.40 44.1 0.825 (0.7371–0.9150) 554.29 37.7

that the results of figure 2 are not due to a few “lucky” test
months, but occur consistently and robustly across periods.

Finally, figure 4 shows the average net profit earned by
the insurer as a result of ceding up to the indicated percent-
age of premium volume, expressed as a percentage of writ-
ten premiums. This profit, strikingly, is positive across the
whole cession range; it is also flatter over a larger range for
the loss-ratio sorting criterion than the predicted-profit one.
This behavior is very reassuring since it suggests that be-
yond a base cession level (of slightly over 3%) the bottom-
line performance is fairly insensitive to the precise choice
of threshold, quite a desirable quality given insurers’ steep
risk aversion to variance in pool performance.8

5. Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the effectiveness of a scor-
ing model for insurance risk sharing pool optimization.
The model is based on stepwise feature selection and can
automatically synthesize higher-order features based on
already-selected ones. We also showed that the regulatory
constraints imposed by the jurisdiction in which the pool
operates affect the optimal sorting criterion, and this has
practical consequences both in terms of loss ratio of ceded
insureds and overall net profitability. The approach is ro-
bust over a wide range of operation points, and can there-
fore easily integrates within larger “pool transfer rules” of
an insurer (which can consume a fixed portion of the total

8Since a ceded insured accounts for less revenue from an insurer’s
standpoint, for the insurer to accept taking on the risk of transferring the
insured to the pool, there must be strong indications that this transfer would
more than compensate through an expected reduction in expenses arising
from an avoided claim.

allowed transfer budget).
A compelling prospect for future work in this area con-

sists in embedding this model within larger operational con-
straints: in some jurisdictions, pool regulations strictly con-
trol the moments where insureds can be ceded, such as when
a policy is renewed or when there is significant changes to
the coverage (e.g. a new car). When operating close to the
transfer limit allowed by the pool, it may be advantageous,
in some cases, to avoid transferring up to the limit, in or-
der to reserve space for better prospects that will be antic-
ipated to come along in the future. Such an method could
further enhance the profitability of the approach in strongly
budged-constrained situations.
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Figure 2. Loss ratio as a function of the percentage of premium volume ceded to the pool. Sorting
criterion is the loss ratio (left) and the predicted profit (right). The dotted horizontal line is the 75%
loss ratio threshold, above which ceding to the pool is profitable. The solid red line immediately
below is the overall loss ratio for the entire book of business. We note that, regardless of the sorting
criterion, the model can cede profitably up the the 10% maximum level allowed by the Québec pool
regulations.
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Figure 3. Excess loss ratio as a function of the percentage of premium volume ceded to the pool.
Sorting criterion is the loss ratio (left) and the predicted profit (right).
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Figure 4. Proportional profit as a function of the percentage of premium volume ceded to the pool.
Sorting criterion is the loss ratio (left) and the predicted profit (right).
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